USED-VEHICLE INVENTORY
AS OF APRIL 26, 2021
Supply situation remains well below last year levels

Source: Cox Automotive VMA Database
Surge in demand expected as spring fever and stimulus checks arrive across the country

30 Day Retail Sales  weekly

+92% v 2020, +6% v 2019

Source: Cox Automotive VMA Database
USED-VEHICLE LISTING PRICE  DOWN FROM PEAK BUT GROWING QUICKLY

Pace of price inflation accelerating – and spring selling season is here

Average List Price  based on 30 day sales

Change In List Price  vs 1 year prior

Source: vAuto /Cox Automotive VMA Database
USED-VEHICLE PRICES WAY UP OVER LAST TWO YEARS

Surge in demand expected as spring fever and stimulus checks arrive across the country

Average Listing Price weekly
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